BEAVER POND
Denmark Twp., Oxford
U.S.G.S. Hiram, Me. (7.5')

Fishes

Largemouth bass  Fallfish (chub)
Yellow perch  White sucker
Chain pickerel  Hornpout (bullhead)
Minnows  Pumpkinseed sunfish
Creek chubsucker

Physical Characteristics

Area - 128 acres  Temperatures:
                    Surface - 77°F
Maximum depth - 8 feet  8 feet - 76°F

Principal fisheries: largemouth bass,
yellow perch, chain pickerel, hornpout

Beaver Pond is a large, shallow water
located at the southern base of Pleasant
Mountain. Its shorelines are lightly
developed and the pond has a remote
atmosphere. This pond is managed for
existing warmwater species.

The pond is homothermous and summer water
quality conditions are unsuitable for
coldwater gamefish. Largemouth bass were
introduced by the MDIFW in 1960, and they
now provide a self-sustaining fishery.
Perch, pickerel, and bullhead also provide
plenty of angling opportunity.

The pond is accessed by dirt roads off
from Lake Road; however, access is
restricted to permissive trespass.
Purchasing and developing access is a
continuing priority of this department.
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